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FROM EUROSUN®
External sun protection
Exterior venetian blinds
The bar at the top is open underneath for free access to the mechanics. A variety of slats of different
shapes and sizes with deep-drawn strap holes for constant wear-free use.
Flat slats with a width of 50 mm, 60 mm, 80 mm and 100 mm
Rolled slats in a width of 60 mm and 80 mm
Z-shaped slats with a weather strip with a width of 70 mm and 90 mm
Extruded bottom rails that moves synchronically with the blinds

Exterior venetian blinds

Conventional blinds with a rope or rail
guide and optionally with cover panels
or self-supporting blinds with rail guides
and cover panels. Optionally with
a emergency blind rais mechanism.

EUROSUN Easy-blinds
Top-mounted Clip-in type blinds with

EUROSUN front-mounted blinds

Pleated blinds

Vertical blinds

special guide rails and cover panels.
Optionally with insect screen roller blind.

EUROSUN® EXTERNAL BLINDS

Quality and function at their best

Clip-in type blinds with special guide
rails and extruded shutter boxes.

Interior sun protection
Interior blinds

Conventional style withflat
slats in widths of 25 mm,
35 mm and 50 mm in over 50 different
colours with optional rope guides.
A variety of mechanical and electrical
operating systems.
EURODESIGN blinds: is easily
attached onto window frames and
tool-free dismounting.

Over 100 different styles for mounting
it on a tilt and turn- or roof and ceiling
windows and a fabric collection of over
130 colours with 20 mm pleat width;
profile available in 4 colours:
silver = e6/ev1, bronze = e6/C32,
black = e6/C35 and lacquered
RAL9016-pure white.

Collection with selected textile slats in a
width of 127 mm. All slats with Okotex
certification and building authority
approval. Long life thanks to low-wear,
bearings on the carriage units.

FOR SUNNY TIMES.
EUROSUN Deutschland GmbH | Ulrichsberger Str. 17 | D-94469 Deggendorf
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EUROSUN®

We bring optimal light into your office and home!

OPERATED

with the highest degree of comfort!
EUROSUN external venetian blinds can be comfortably
operated by remote control or wall switches thanks to high
quality motor technology. Control devices like timer switches
and brightness regulators can be easily retrofitted. So can
the controls for all the blind groups be reffited.
EUROSUN also provides a variety of practical solutions for
classical manual operation. Ask your qualified EUROSUN
dealer for advice.

External blinds from EUROSUN
enhance the quality of life in an
appealing way.

or block the view outside if desired,
helping you maintain your privacy at
will.

They combine privacy protection,
light control, anti-glare and
anti-heat protection
ideally in a high quality product.

Thanks to the continuous
adjustability of the horizontal slats,
you can have as much indoors sun
as you want, while still being able to
see outside to a large degree.

Completely closed outdoor blinds
protect you from people looking in

The maximum use of daylight with
simultaneous antiglare protection

ensures optimum working conditions
in the office and a high quality of life
in the home, without the need for
artificial light or air conditioning.
EUROSUN exterior venetian blinds,
which are carefully manufactured
according to the European
standards, meet the highest design,
function and durability requirements.
Create your living and work
environments with EUROSUN!

Our covering panels

EUROSUN slat systems

EUROSUN outdoor blinds can be installed in a variety
of covering panels, according to your individual
requirements. Shape and colour schemes create
appealing design accents at the highest aesthetic level.

EUROSUN External blinds are available in three
different slat shapes and in a variety of widths. While
the flat slats and the slats with bordered edges appeal
particularly to design lovers, the Z-slats are the
perfect solution for people who want the highest
degree of stability.
The z-slats combine perfect privacy and sun protection with exceptional stability due to their complete
closing slat covering.

Flat slats

Profile widths 50 mm,
60 mm, 80 mm and
100 mm

Rolled slats

Profile widths 60 mm
and 80 mm

Z-slats with
sealing strip

Profile widths 70 mm
and 90 mm

